Challenges of Complexity Global Megatrends
A brief constellatory perspective

Complex Systems
 Complex systems exhibit several defining

characteristics (Kastens et al., 2009):


Feedback loops, where change in a
variable, results either in amplification
or dampening of the change



Many strongly interdependent
variables, with multiple inputs
contributing to observed outputs –
attribution of causality difficult



Chaotic behaviour: extreme sensitivity
to initial conditions, fractal geometry,
and self-organizing criticality



Multiple (meta)stable states, where a
small change in conditions may
precipitate a major change in the
system



Non-Gaussian distribution of outputs

Complex adaptive systems
 Many natural (brains, immune systems,

and evolve with, changing environments no conceptual separation between a
system and its environment: The system is
closely linked with other related systems,
making up an ecosystem. Change is coevolution of all related systems, not
adaptation to a separate environment.
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 CAS are dynamic systems able to adapt in,
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ecologies, societies) and artificial systems
(parallel and distributed computing
systems, AI systems, artificial neural
networks) are characterized by apparently
complex behaviours due to often nonlinear,
spatio-temporal interactions among a large
number of component systems at different
levels of organization

Megatrends to 2030
 Continuation of geo-economic trends - significant

inflection points
 Higher returns to capital; falling returns to labour

– rising inequality and social tensions
 Breakthrough disruptive congruent technologies
 Return of geopolitics
 Weakening of paradigm of representative

democracy


Reversion [in some areas] to more-primitive
identities



Onset of post-Westphalian order



Rise in migratory flows

 Gaia in the Anthropocene


Rising pressure on planetary boundaries



Increasing incidence of extreme weather events
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Systemic relations: Megatrends
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Megatrends in context I

Megatrends in context I
 Drivers: Disruptive new congruent

technologies (3); revival of
geopolitics (1)
 Outcomes: Jobless growth (7);

migratory flows (6); weakening of
representative democracy (2);
increasing returns to capital/falling
returns to labour (5)
 Currently marginal element:

Dominant geo-economic trend (4)
 Potential pivot: Gaia in the

Anthropocene (8)

Megatrends in context II

Megatrends in context II
 Drivers: Disruptive new congruent

technologies (3); Gaia in the
Anthropocene (8)
 Pivotal factor: revival of

geopolitics (1)
 Outcomes: Weakening of

representative democracy (2);
Jobless growth (7); migratory
flows (6); increasing returns to
capital/falling returns to labour (5)
 Currently marginal element:

Dominant geo-economic trend (4)

Planetary Boundaries
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Steffen et al. 2015
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Rockström et al, 2009

Risks in the System

Global Risk Landscape 2014

WEF Global Risks 2012

Global Risks 2013: World Economic Forum
Risk Interconnection Map

WEF Global Risks 2014
Risk Interconnection Map

WEF Global Risks 2015
Risk Interconnections map

Governmental responses
 Collecting unprecedented data/information - extracting

meaning using complex algorithms, machine learning,
and AI.
 Legal/normative boundaries between war/peace, and

permitted/proscribed behaviors blurring/being eroded

 Combination of AI/automated deployment of remote force

opens door for terrorists, criminals or government
agencies to kill anonymously/pre-emptively.
 Democratic state built on a social contract between

citizens and government. Use of algorithms/AI as means
of governance and punishment, creates opaque and
unaccountable space, vitiating premise of the democratic
system. Basis of governmental, and potentially state,
legitimacy at risk; will have to be redefined.
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violence. U.S. requires human legal subject to take lethal
decision in war, but can’t interrogate algorithm-based
decisions leading to this; domestically, spaces of social
dissent being transformed.
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 Actively inform both governance and state-sanctioned

Structural and systemic tensions

Technological
integration
Global financial
institutions
Global supply
chains

Resurgent
nationalism
Sectarianism
Interstate
conflict

United Nations
International Monetary
Fund/World Bank
WTO
ICJ/ICC….

Inadequate global polity

Transformative Tensions

“One Road, One Belt”
Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank
Silk Road Fund
New (BRICS)
Development Bank

United Nations
International Monetary
Fund/World Bank
WTO
ICJ/ICC…

Reduction of
dependency;
Rearmament;
Control nearabroad

Russian Federation Response

Embedded, complex adaptive systems
and a spontaneous symmetry break
 Human society is complex adaptive system,

incapable of directive control; embedded in
bio-geosphere
 Symmetry break – when working of

complex system transitions from symmetric
but ill-defined state, to more clearly-defined
state. In spontaneous symmetry breaking,
underlying laws unchanged, but system
changes spontaneously from a symmetrical,
to an asymmetrical, state
 Profound, multivariate asymmetry between

scale and depth of global economy, absence
of a commensurate, inclusive community,
and the defective state of global polity, may
make [a metaphorical] spontaneous
symmetry break inevitable

The Global Agenda
 Delivering environmentally and socially

sustainable economic growth
 Addressing poverty and inequality

through the lens of equity
 Focusing on the sources of global and

national vulnerability to promote security
at multiple scales
 Sharing the norms and values that

enable global coexistence, and working
to respect and reconcile cultural
differences; and
 Improving the quality of global

governance and our global institutions
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Addressing the Challenge
 An integrated, systemic perspective matters

- the five pillars of the Global Agenda
acknowledge the complexity we must address,
and the need to bring insights from different
disciplines to bear
 National interests and cultural values matter

– in a multipolar world there are no means of
imposing global solutions.

 Scale matters – securing agreement on

asymmetric sacrifices to bring future rewards
may be possible in small groups; nearly
impossible in large ones.
 Balance matters – in individual behavior; in

social constructs; and on a global scale
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to induce appropriate attitudes, and discourage
inappropriate behaviour
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 Norms matter – beliefs, signals and cues used

Human biological and social balance

Bonding
Community
Shared identity
Common norms

Procreation
Preservation
Accumulation

Survival
Environmental
scanning
Amygdalae
Adrenalin

FEAR

Diversity and similarity of values
 Culture, as Clifford Geertz has noted, is the

context for “ . . . the social production of
meaning.”
 Diversity of values between societies well

established; as is communality of some 

Security, dignity, opportunity, justice, equity
and sustainability appear well represented in
most canons, though each takes on different
forms in different contexts



All societies discourage sociopathic behaviour
seen to damage social harmony



Bravery and empathy are almost universally
promoted, probably because they promote
evolutionary fitness



Respect for the ecosystem on which one
depends for survival also aligned with
individual fitness and social benefit, not least
because it limits the risk of a tragedy of the
commons

Societal harmony

Humanity
depends on
ecosystem
for survival

Necessary
for society to
survive

Essential for
innovation,
creativity and
progress

PERSONAL FREEDOM
Balances vary, but recognised in Abrahamic faith traditions, Buddhism, the Bhagavad-Gita and
other Mukhya Upanishads, the Tao Te ching, Confucian ren & li, and Aristotelian Golden Mean.

Social cohesion in effective states
 Human society is characterised by different

blends of cooperation and competition.
Though social norms and political systems we
seek to optimise this balance and to prevent
competition spilling over into conflict: When
conflict emerges, we make all efforts to
contain it below the level of violence.
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accepted social norms, the desire to be
accepted socially and to maintain one’s
reputation, buttressed by a clear
understanding of the applicable norms, is
sufficient to maintain social cohesion and
confine deviance to the margins of society.
Punitive social behaviours (the attachment of
stigma, exclusion and ostracism), and physical
punishment (like incarceration after criminal
prosecution) are available as deterrents, but
do not need to be widely employed in order to
maintain a sense of community.
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 In societies with aligned values and well-

Social cohesion in fractured states
 In societies where individual and group

interests and attendant values diverge
sharply, and social norms are poorly
developed, even punitive social behaviours
(stigma, exclusion and ostracism), are
ineffective. There is no desire for acceptance
by members outside one’s immediate
community and no care for one’s reputation
among “others”.
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they co-exist but do not cooperate. Individuals
often retreat behind group boundaries.
Tolerance of difference is strained and trust is
in short supply. Social order is maintained –
inadequately – through (often ineffective)
policing, prosecution and incarceration. The
justice system is continuously challenged.
Social cohesion is strained, and it is difficult to
define, much less to pursue effectively, a
national purpose.
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Groups identify themselves more narrowly;

How to move forward…
 We must accommodate to planetary boundaries and make

welfare more inclusive
 Our growth models must be adjusted to provide:


an ethos that legitimises restraints on carbon
emissions, excessive consumption and waste; and



new development models that enable poverty
reduction and social progress, despite lower growth
in [global] levels of production, trade, transportation
and wholesale and retail distribution ...

 Enhancing security and managing potentially catastrophic

systemic risks is essential.
 We need:






a better understanding of the workings of the social,
economic and technological systems we have built,
and the ecosystem in which we are embedded;
broader and deeper agreement on the norms we’ll
employ to mitigate risk, reduce vulnerability, and
enhance security and sustainability; and
better understanding of appropriate scales

The WEB of Global Governance

Shared norms
High cultures
Celebration
Tolerance

Rights
Quality
Inclusivity
Advancement

Neighbourhoods
Limits
Respect
Security

BOUNDARIES

Mitigating and managing risk
in uncertain conditions
 Invest in insight and foresight


first-rate, relevant information, skills and
knowledge

 Use to


mitigate and manage risks assumed



build exceptional qualities of resilience
against shocks

 Brace for certainty of turbulence; accept need

to manage risks inherent in uncertain
conditions


ensure organic ability to anticipate rapid
discontinuous, non-linear change



resilience allowing for adaptation and
management of shocks one could not
foresee.

